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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Hello I’m Dr Laura Fogg-Rogers from UWE Bristol. So firstly the reason that we are here is that this is an urgent crisis – a Climate and Ecological Emergency. We have experienced the warmest September on record globally, and the impacts are being felt throughout the world – ice melting, epic floods, and global wildfires. 
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Which 
future do 
you want to 
help create?







Inform: Citizen-led air pollution reduction in cities

Everyday, air pollution and carbon 
emissions are produced by our 
commutes to work, by heating our 
homes, or through our daily 
lifestyles. 
The ClairCity aim was to create a 
major shift in public understanding 
towards the causes of poor air 
quality, inviting citizens to give their 
opinions on air pollution and carbon 
reduction to shape the cities of the 
future.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So engaging citizens in these issues was the main aim of the ClairCity project - an EU Horizon 2020 funded project responding to the call ‘Improving the Air Quality and Reducing the Carbon Footprint of European Cities’ (SC5-4-2015). The project ran across six cities in Europe, which were Amsterdam in the Netherlands; the Aveiro region in Portugal; Bristol in the UK; Ljubljana in SIovenia; the Liguria region in Italy; and Sosnowiec in Poland. 



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Related to this, we know that the same sources of transport and heating also produce air pollution, which is toxic for our health and the cause of 1 in 8 premature deaths. Most cities in the EU exceed the World Health Organisation acceptable levels for nitrogen dioxide and particulate matter. It primarily affects vulnerable citizens such as young people. 



Presenter
Presentation Notes
We know that it is our activities which cause climate change – and we have developed several infographics to communicate about that which are all freely available. We know we need to work towards Net Zero carbon emissions as soon as possible to ensure that our young people have a healthy future. 
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Presentation Notes
The ClairCity process involved firstly benchmarking and modelling behaviour for where we are currently at. We then went out and engaged with citizens to gather their ideas for air pollution reduction. 
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Presentation Notes
All these ideas were checked with city experts through our policy and stakeholder workshops. They were then modelled in impact assessments to see what these scenarios would do to emissions. I will be discussing the process today, but I will link to our reports if you are interested in our results. 
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Baseline reports e.g. why we travel… relative distance contribution of our travel activities in Bristol

Fogg-Rogers, L.; Hayes, E.; Vanherle, K.; 
Pápics, P.I..; Chatterton, T.; Barnes, J.; 
Slingerland, S.; Boushel, C.; Laggan, S.; 
Longhurst, J.. Applying Social Learning to 
Climate Communications—Visualising 
‘People Like Me’ in Air Pollution and 
Climate Change 
Data. Sustainability 2021, 13(6) 
3406 doi.org/10.3390/su13063406

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Our baseline modelling work produced some surprises as well, as we attempted new ways of modelling – aiming to see people in the data. So for instance, we examined why people are travelling in cars, and where they are going and when – known as source apportionment - by showing emissions according to activities we actually recognise (instead of petrol or diesel cars) . This graph shows that when we did this for Bristol, against all perceived wisdom that it’s commuting that cause the main issues, we found that leisure travel actually produces the most Nitrogen Dioxides. 



Consult and Involve

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So we aimed to engage a broad variety of citizens, from young to old. We were aiming to both generally raise awareness, and actually involve citizens in developing our Policy Packages. For public awareness, we ran city events and festivals, developed a GreenAnts app, organised schools lessons and activities, and made videos involving older people. The activities really involved young people, which you will hear about later. 



Engagement tools

Presenter
Presentation Notes
To co-create our future scenarios, we used a Delphi method of surveys and workshops for consensus, Mutual Learning Workshops between experts and stakeholders, and developed a new Skylines Game. To note from these pictures, you can see that main older people were involved here – so while it is easy to communicate to young people, it is harder to involve them in decision making. So we will hear about ideas for this later to ensure we run parallel decision making processes for young people. 



ClairCity results

8302

Presenter
Presentation Notes
And we over-exceeded our aims to reach at least 50,000 citizens and raise awareness. Social media and our website proved the best ways to reach many people, with nearly 34,000 website views. However, our engagement methods allowed us to target people who might not necessarily engage with materials on air pollution and carbon emissions. So you can see that we reached nearly 5000 citizens by directly engaging them in our Delphi surveys and workshops. 



Different activities needed to appeal to different ages, genders, and communities

M. Sardo, S. Laggan, C. 
Boushel, and L. Fogg 
Rogers, “Citizen-led air 
pollution reduction in 
cities (ClairCity) Final 
evaluation report,” 2020. 
https://uwe-
repository.worktribe.com/
output/6017473/citizen-
led-air-pollution-
reduction-in-cities-
claircity-final-evaluation-
report

https://uwe-repository.worktribe.com/output/6017473/citizen-led-air-pollution-reduction-in-cities-claircity-final-evaluation-report


Collaborate – citizens want ambitious policies 
designed with their needs in mind



Citizens were 
more 
ambitious than 
Business as 
Usual

Fogg-Rogers, L.; Hayes, E.;
Vanherle, K.; Pápics, P.I..;
Chatterton, T.; Barnes, J.;
Slingerland, S.; Boushel, C.;
Laggan, S.; Longhurst, J..
Applying Social Learning to
Climate Communications—
Visualising ‘People Like Me’ in
Air Pollution and Climate
Change Data. Sustainability
2021, 13(6) 3406
doi.org/10.3390/su13063406
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They were then modelled in impact assessments to see what these scenarios would do to emissions. You can see here that using the citizens’ ideas for a ‘unified policy scenario’ dramatically drops the emissions over time compared to Business as Usual. 



Community resources

www.claircity.eu/take-action/community-
activator

www.claircity.eu/ta
ke-action/educator

http://www.claircity.eu/take
-action/science-
communicator/

@Claircity
@WecountH

http://www.claircity.eu/take-action/community-activator
http://www.claircity.eu/take-action/educator
http://www.claircity.eu/take-action/science-communicator/


Collaborate and Empower



Community traffic sensing





Speed analysis and policy change by participating citizen

⇒ Citizen installed a device to monitor non-compliance of speed limit 
and used data to convince the local authority to do an intervention to 
lower the speed of passing cars

⇒ 2 interventions: digital speed sign [1] & a speed bump [2], both had 
significant impact on the speed, as observed by the sensor

⇒ Analysis done by a second participating citizen (!)

“Covid-Tracker”
⇒ Monitoring the impact of Covid-19 on our mobility, using citizen 
science data

⇒ confirming findings by Google Mobility etc.

⇒ adding interesting observations on the use of active travel

Success story

1 2

“WeCount, WeAnalyse, WeAdvocate”
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WeCount WeAnalyse WeAdvocate



Impact stories

https://we-count.net//news

https://we-count.net/news
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